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	The Light Fantastic: A Modern Introduction to Classical and Quantum Optics, 9780198566458 (019856645X), Oxford University Press, 2008
"Provides a nice mix of elementary physical optics with practical and exciting applications."--Stephen Barnett, University of Strathclyde
     
   This book presents a thorough and self-contained introduction to modern optics, covering in full the three components ray optics, wave optics, and quantum optics. The text covers all that would be needed over a comprehensive course in optics at the advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate level. Digital cameras, LCD screens, aircraft laser gyroscopes, and the optical fibre-based internet illustrate the penetration of optics in twenty-first century life: these and many more modern applications are presented from first principles.

  The self-contained material allows the selection of specific themes grouped in the following way: Paraxial ray optics with matrix methods and aberrations - Interference, coherence and interferometers - Diffraction, spectrometers and Gaussian beams - Fourier optics, holography and information processing - Maxwell's theory; scattering, absorption and dispersion in bulk materials; interface behaviour - 
 Quantum phenomena, wave-particle duality, uncertainty principle; Schroedinger analysis of spectra, photon properties - Laser principles, He:Ne to MQW lasers, applications - Detectors: photodiodes, photomultipliers, image intensifiers; response, noise and linearlty; CCDs - Fibre optics, from monomode fibre analysis to dense wavelength division multiplexing; fibre sensors - Photon-atom interactions, optical pumping, cooling and clocks - Second quantization, photon correlations, SPDC, entanglement, tests of quantum mechanics.     
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Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in Higher EducationInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Over the past decade, computer-enhanced learning has increased in demand due to developments in technological aids such as multimedia presentation and the internet. In this age of technology, it is imperative for teachers to consider the importance of technological integration in the classroom.
Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in...


		

Self-Assembled Nanomaterials II: Nanotubes (Advances in Polymer Science)Springer, 2008

	Nanotechnology is the creation of useful materials, devices, and systems through the control of matter on the nanometer-length scale. This takes place at the scale of atoms, molecules, and supramolecular structures. In the world of chemistry, the rational design ofmolecular structures and optimized control of self-assembly conditions have...


		

The SimCalc Vision and Contributions: Democratizing Access to Important MathematicsSpringer, 2012

	While still teaching at SUNY at Buffalo, in the late 1960s, I became familiar with the

	new program, proposed and run by Jim Kaput, at the University of Massachusetts,

	Dartmouth, called START. The purpose of the program was to help students to overcome,

	in their freshman year, deficiencies in Algebra and to help them to proceed...




	

Voice, Video, and Data Network Convergence:  Architecture and Design, From VoIP to WirelessAcademic Press, 2003
The first book that covers convergence of voice, video and data networks from a vendor-neutral perspective.     

       *Covers the latest standards and those being developed in an ever-evolving field 
*Provides insight into the latest technology of video and data over wireless networks and how convergence will be a driving force in...

		

Exam 70-411 Administering Windows Server 2012 (Microsoft Official Academic Course Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and flexibility of  a network infrastructure. Windows Server is the paramount tool used by enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The most recent versions of Windows Server also provide both server and client virtualization. Its...


		

Movable Type 3.0 Bible Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If Movable Type can do it, you can do it too
By its very nature, the Web encourages change at a frenetic pace. Movable Type helps you manage that pace, and this is your indispensable guide to installing and using the most popular server-based personal publishing tool. From exploring Movable Type's template-driven publishing system to developing...
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